MOTORHOMES

2016

Inspiring adventures

Freedom
to explore
In 2015 Adria reached a milestone – fifty years at the
forefront of caravan and motorhome development.
The first Adria caravan ‘375’ rolled off the production
line back in 1965, and in the 1980’s, motorhomes
were introduced. Fast forward to today and our
range of caravans, motorhomes and van conversions
are more popular than ever.
Fifty years of experience brings with it so many
advantages – Adria’s experience in design and
the layouts offered, as well as our passion and
commitment to offer the best products available.
All Adria vehicles are made at our state-of-the-art
factory in the heart of Europe. Here, our skills and
the best suppliers in the industry, come together to
produce innovatively-designed vehicles of the highest
quality, durability and reliability.
And on your adventures, it’s always good to enjoy
peace of mind. Our products are backed up with
class-leading warranties, a dealer network of over
400 professional dealers and an efficient parts and
aftersales service.

INSPIRATIONS

Discover more in our online magazine, Inspirations, at
www.adria.co.uk
Enjoy your adventures.

Sonja Gole
General Manager, Adria Mobil
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Discover more about Adria and
more destinations in our on-line
magazine, Inspirations, at

www.adria.co.uk
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Why choose Adria?
Passion and experience really matter.

the

motorhome
AWARDS 2015
<-.(-
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WINNER
Fixed Single Bed Motorhome
of the Year
Adria Matrix Supreme 687 SLT
In association with
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*Terms & Conditions apply,
see website for details.

1

PASSION AND
EXPERIENCE.

Adria has been designing and manufacturing recreational vehicles for over fifty years. This experience and
the passion and skills of our workforce, really matter
when designing and manufacturing your next vehicle.
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2

AWARD-WINNING
PRODUCTS.

Adria offers products in all categories of motorhome,
caravan and van conversions and has a large choice
of layouts. Adria products continue to win independent awards too, for design, innovation, quality and
value for money.
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INTELLIGENT
DESIGN.

Adria practices intelligent design, which optimizes
the use of technology, the best construction methods and materials. Innovatively-styled vehicles with
contemporary interiors as well as unique Adria solutions like Smart kitchens and hotel-style ergonomic
bathrooms.

4

STATE OF THE ART
FACTORY.

Adria operates the most advanced production facilities in the industry, ISO 9001 & 14001 certified for
quality and environmental standards. Here, world
class manufacturing techniques and processes are
operated, for designed-in and built-in quality.
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QUALITY, RELIABILITY &
DURABILITY.

Adria vehicles have a reputation for quality, reliability
and durability using proven automotive manufacturing techniques. We make most of our own furniture
and quality control the entire vehicle manufacturing
process.

6

PEACE
OF MIND.

Adria products come with a class-leading warranty.
There’s a professional dealer network of over 400
Adria dealers across Europe and beyond, backed up
by a world-class parts supply and aftersales service.
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Living in
motion

World-class
Partners

Adria’s philosophy of ‘living in motion’ is never better
exemplified than in its support of cycling. We are
proud to support the Adria-Mobil Cycling Team,
promoting cycling as a healthy lifestyle and form of
green mobility.

One of the best skiers of all time, Tina Maze, from
Slovenia. An extreme performance athlete with
thirteen Olympic and World Championship medals,
double World Champion 2015 and highest ever world
cup points score 2012-13. Tina uses her Sonic to
balance her training, studies and leisure time.

Primoz Roglic and the Adria Mobil Cycling
Team, winners of the 22nd Tour of Slovenia,
2015.

Tina Maze, double World Champion and
double Olympic Gold Medallist.

World-class
Performance

Extreme
Performance
Every January since 2013 a fleet of Adria motorhomes, straight off the production line are taken
on the Dakar Rally in South America by our partners
Red Bull KTM Factory Racing. Each vehicle provides
home comforts to the riders and team as they battle
across 9,000kms of the toughest terrain on earth.
This is the ultimate real-world durability test, won
three times in a row.

Olympians Tina Maze and fellow snow athlete, Jakov
Fak are both world-class performers who push themselves to the limit. Jakov Fak, biathlete, two times
World Champion and an Olympic bronze medal winner, uses his Sonic everyday to support his lifestyle,
training and competiting at the highest level.
Marc Coma, 2015 Dakar Rally winner. His
fifth personal win, KTM's fourteenth.
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Jakov Fak, World Champion and Olympic
medallist biathlete.
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Inspiring adventures since 1965.

Time
travel
From the very first 375 caravan in 1965 and the first
Adriatik 420 and 450 motorhomes in 1982, Adria
has inspired generations of holiday-makers to enjoy
the freedom that only a touring holiday can bring.
You can be confident that every Adria vehicle brings
you a level of comfort, practicality and ease of use
which no other brand can match. That’s what experience and passion bring – we call it inspiration.

INSPIRATIONS

Discover more about Adria and
more destinations in our on-line
magazine, Inspirations, at

www.adria.co.uk
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Designed for living

Details
matter
In designing a recreational vehicle, details matter and
every centimetre counts. The science of layouts and
construction, so that everything is in the right place, is
learned over decades and Adria brings this experience to every vehicle.
Only Adria offers innovative solutions such as our
Smart kitchens, hotel-style ‘Ergo’ bathrooms, a wide
selection of sleeping solutions, optimized and flexible
storage and our unique panoramic windows.
Details really matter, from the contemporary interior
design to where we locate the heating – all Adria
vehicles are ‘designed for living’.

DISCOVER
MORE
Discover more about our
motorhomes at

www.adria.co.uk

*Some features may not be available in all models.
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SLEEPING
A wide range of sleeping solutions on berths with
optimized dimensions and comfortable mattresses.
Beds which are easy to access, including light-weight
solid construction pull-down beds and bedrooms
with optimized air circulation.
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PULL DOWN BED

ISLAND BED

SINGLE BEDS

SINGLE REAR BEDS

FIXED DOUBLE BEDS
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LIVING
Contemporary interiors with a feeling of space and great
functionality. Excellent integration with the driving cabin,
large flexible dinettes and a wide choice of furniture and
textiles. Double floors with storage and heating, plus
large panoramic windows too, in some models.

L-DINETTE

DINETTE

COMPACT DINETTE

DISCOVER
MORE
Discover more about our
motorhomes at

www.adria.co.uk
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KITCHENS

BATHROOMS

Intelligently-designed kitchens based on ergonomic
principles with everything in the right place. Integrated
functionalities and the best appliances. Useful
features and plenty of storage.

Hotel-style bathrooms designed using ergonomic
principles, with excellent functionality and touches of
luxury. Quality bathroom equipment, useful storage
and layouts including en-suite formats.
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MULTI-MEDIA
Smart-living solutions, including intelligent TV placement, digital controllers for key vehicle functions and
on some vehicles, integrated multi-media walls and
the option of Alde Smart heating control.
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STORAGE
SMART LIVING

Optimized and flexible storage on all vehicles with places
for the things you need. Motorhomes with easy access
large garages and vans with flexible storage solutions.

SMART SOLUTIONS

*some features may not be available on all models.
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Designed to perform

INTERIOR DESIGN
Adria vehicles optimize interior space and
functionality in a contemporary interior design,
with a choice of furniture and textiles. With the
best appliances and furniture construction, all
Adria vehicles are built to last.

COMPREX CONSTRUCTION
All Adria motorhomes benefit from Adria
'Comprex' construction which combines
the torsional strength of wood, the durability
of polyurethane and the moisture-stopping
properties of polyester. Combined with
the best Thermo-build insulation and airflow management for optimum real-world
performance. Backed up by a 10 year water
ingress warranty.

Real-world
performance
All Adria vehicles are also designed to perform. Everything is meticulously designed, developed and tested
to ensure your safety, comfort and enjoyment when
on your adventures. Built to enjoy, built to last.

PRACTICALITY
Flexible and practical storage solutions are
integrated throughout all vehicles, with a
range of solutions from large externally accessible garage spaces to underfloor storage in
selected models and spaces for things exactly
where you need them to be.

PERFECT INTEGRATION
WITH THE BASE VEHICLE

*Terms & Conditions apply, see website for details.

All Adria vehicles are designed to be perfectly
integrated with the base vehicle. Integrated
styling, seamless interior integration of space
and a design which fully optimizes the driving
dynamics.

DISCOVER
MORE
ON-LINE
Product movie.

www.adria.co.uk
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CONSTRUCTION

CLIMATE CONTROL

Adria vehicles with 'Comprex' construction now
offer a 10 year water ingress warranty, as standard,
reflecting the superiority of this unique form of body
construction.

INSULATION

HEATING

All Adria vehicles are built to ‘Thermo-build’ standards, optimizing the use of insulation materials, heating design and Adria Air Flow System. This means all
Adria vehicles are suitable for use all year round.

Adria optimizes the heating efficiency of all vehicles with precise engineering and cold-chamber testing. This approach combined with
Adria ‘Comprex’ construction and the best insulation enables the
elimination of thermal bridges for an efficient, comfortable environment, all year round.

Adria's 'Comprex' construction combines the torsional strength of wood, the durability of polyurethane
and the moisture-stopping properties of polyester.
Body construction with greater solidity for optimum
real-world performance and better insulation.

COMPOSITE
WOOD PANEL

POLYURETHANE
SEALING

EPS STYROFOAM

EXTERIOR POLYESTER
BODYSHELL CLADDING
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VENTILATION COOLING
Adria vehicles are designed to be comfortable too,
with sophisticated air-flow management, good ventilation, windows with integrated sun-shading or tinting
and opportunities to fit air-conditioning.
*Terms & Conditions apply,
see website for details

Vehicles offer a choice of heating systems, both are efficient and
powerful, each with their own advantages. All Adria ‘Axess’ and
‘Plus’ model motorhomes are available with Truma heating. A

popular choice, easy to use, with warm air distributed through wellplaced pipes, with optional electrical floor heating too.
‘Supreme’ models come with fully integrated Alde heating with
a heated liquid transferring the heat throughout the motorhome
through the floor. There’s optional Alde heat exchanger and optional
Alde Smart Control, which enables heating control through your
Smart phone.

*some features may not be available on all models.

REINFORCED
HARDWOOD
PROFILE
XPS
STYROFOAM
INSULATION
FOAM

EXTERIOR
POLYESTER
BODYSHELL
CLADDING
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VEHICLES
PERFECTLY INTEGRATED
Perfect integration with the Fiat Ducato is
achieved, from the exterior styling to the integration of the internal space between the living
space and cabin. The driving and handling
characteristics are optimized, making the driving
a real pleasure, with enhanced driver aids and
powerful engines.

FIAT
DUCATO

RENAULT
MASTER
Automotive style face and cabin interiors with
'Captain's chairs'.
A range of best-in-class Multijet engines with
improved fuel economy.
Easier driving with features such as Comfort-matic
gearbox and Gear Shift Indicator.
Infotainment choices such as Bluetooth radios, MP3
and navigation options.
Driver aids including Start & Stop technology and
practical Tablet/Smart phone holder with USB
connector.

New automotive Renault styling and improved
comforts and funcitionality are the hallmarks of
the Renault Master, which features on the Matrix
Supreme.

Automotive style cabin.
Efficient and powerful engines with Twin Turbo
technology.
Improved torque and fuel efficiency.
Infotainment choices for a more enjoyable driving
experience.
Options including Electronic Stability Control and
other driving aids.
Upgraded Adria Air Suspension.

Options include Electronic Stability Control, Traction
and Hill Descent Control.

MULTIJET ENGINES
Electronically controlled
Multijet common rail
direct injection engines
with turbocharger and air
cooler intake, for efficient
performance.
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REAR SUSPENSION

FRONT SUSPENSION

REAR SUSPENSION

Rigid rear axle with longitudinal parabolic
leaf springs, telescopic dampers and
flexible side blocks.

Each MacPherson strut suspension with
swing arm, screw springs, telescopic
dampers and a stabiliser.

Rigid rear axle with longitudinal
parabolic leaf springs, telescopic
dampers and flexible side blocks.

FRONT SUSPENSION
Each MacPherson strut suspension
with swing arm, screw springs,
telescopic dampers and a stabiliser.

MULTIJET ENGINES
Powerful and efficient Renault
multijet engines.
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MOTORHOMES
A CLASS

SONIC
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SONIC SUPREME
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CORAL SUPREME
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TWIN 640

CORAL XL PLUS

COMPACT PLUS

TWIN 600

TWIN 540

TWIN 500
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A CLASS

SONIC
RANGE

SONIC SUPREME
SONIC PLUS
SONIC AXESS

Designed for
luxurious touring
SONIC SUPREME

The fully integrated ‘A-Class’ new Sonic, offers new interior design, layouts and
features, all perfectly integrated on the Fiat Ducato chassis, engines and cabin.
Available in a range of lengths and equipment levels, the new Sonics are the new
‘kings of the road’

SONIC PLUS

SONIC AXESS
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A CLASS

SONIC SUPREME
SONIC PLUS
SONIC AXESS

The new Sonics, with their commanding and dynamic profile, ‘new-age’ styling and new rear wall, are easy to drive.These are solid and commanding motorhomes with real presence and everything you need for a luxurious touring
holiday.

Sonic sets the new benchmark with uncompromised space, contemporary interior
designs and layouts. From the extra-large lounge dinette, to the V-shaped kitchen,
spacious bathroom and comfortable bedrooms, Sonic offers unparalleled comfort
and practicality.

The ultimate luxury tourer

v
Adria Comprex body
construction.

Large panoramic window
and sky-roof (option on
Axess models).

New rear wall design with
horizontal lights.

Multimedia wall with
USB socket and touchscreen control panel.

Electrically-operated
front pull-down bed
(on Plus & Supreme
models).

Large dinette with
adjustable table and
Isofix available.

Unique and exclusive front
mask. High-position mirrors
(Plus & Supreme models).

Wider entrance door
for easier entry.
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Adjustable lighting.

Relocated heating for
optimal heating in all
spaces.

Uncompromised luxury
interior with space and
comfort.

AL-KO chassis on
Supreme models.
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A CLASS
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FOREST INTERIOR DESIGN

HORIZONT INTERIOR DESIGN

Contemporary interior design in Forest for a more
traditional look. Choice of textiles.

Contemporary interior design in Horizont, for a more
contemporary look. Choice of textiles.
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5 STEPS TO YOUR SONIC

SONIC
SUPREME

SONIC
PLUS

1 LAYOUTS

2

I 710 SBC

I 710 SL

4

4

4

4

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7520
2320

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7400
2320

I 700 SBC

+1

KEY FEATURES

Number of Berths
Kitchen

• Adria Comprex body construction with metal alu, framed widows and plise shading.

Table

• Contemporary interior design with choice of textiles and special cushion sewing.

Seating area

• Electrical pull-down front bed with spacious L-dinette beneath including Isofix.

Wardrobe

• Integrated Alde heating system with optional Smart Control.

Berths

• Wide entrance door with window and integrated mosquito net.

Bathroom

• V-shaped kitchen with grill and oven and LED lined window.

Floor

• Fully integrated Alde hot water heating, including floor heating.

EQUIPMENT

TECHNICAL DATA

LENGTH

7,400 - 7,520 MM

WIDTH

2,320 MM

HEIGHT

2,950 - 2,980 MM

WEIGHT

3,500 KG - 4,300 KG

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 35L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk

I 700 SL

4

4

4+1

4

• Polyester with Comprex body construction in white.

LENGTH

7,400 - 7,520 MM

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7520
2320

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7400
2320

• Contemporary interior design with choice of textiles.

WIDTH

2,320 MM

• Electrical pull-down bed with spacious dinette beneath.

HEIGHT

2,950 - 2,980 MM

• Fully integrated panoramic window above the front pull-down bed.

WEIGHT

3,500 KG - 4,300 KG

• Comfortable bedrooms and hotel-style bathroom.

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 35L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

• V shaped kitchen with grill and oven.

MORE TECH INFO

• Truma heating.

SONIC
AXESS

I 600 SP

4

4

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

6970
2320

www.adria.co.uk

• Polyester with Adria Comprex body construction in white.

LENGTH

6,970 MM

• Contemporary interior design with choice of textiles.

WIDTH

2,320 MM

• Manual pull-down bed with spacious dinette beneath.

HEIGHT

2,950 MM

• Comfortable bedrooms and hotel-style bathroom.

WEIGHT

3,500 KG - 4,300 KG

• V shaped kitchen with grill and oven.

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 35L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

• Truma heating.

MORE TECH INFO
http://qr.adria-mobil.com/122
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• Plus individual options available.

www.adria.co.uk
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5 STEPS TO YOUR SONIC

3 COLOURS

4 FURNISHING

5 TEXTILES

SONIC
SUPREME
aluminium
grey metalic

Forest

White Santos

Leather Fumo (option)

White Santos (Forest)

Mint (Horizont)

Mint (Horizont)

Leather Fumo (option)

SONIC
PLUS
white

Forest

Horizont

Leather Fumo (option)

SONIC
AXESS
white

Horizont
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CROSSOVER

MATRIX
RANGE

MATRIX SUPREME
MATRIX PLUS
MATRIX AXESS

One for all
MATRIX SUPREME

The Matrix range takes versatility and comfort to new levels, these are the ultimate
‘all-rounders’, motorhomes which do everything well. Built on the acclaimed
Fiat Ducato (Matrix Axess, Plus) and Renault Master (Matrix Supreme) these are
practical and stylish motorhomes with the benefits of a front lift-able bedroom, in a
sleekly designed crossover style vehicle.

MATRIX PLUS

MATRIX AXESS
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CROSSOVER

MATRIX SUPREME
MATRIX PLUS
MATRIX AXESS

Adria Comprex body
construction.

Aero-dynamic exterior
profile, lowered to the front,
raised to the rear.

Externally the Matrix has a new profile, lowered at the front and raised at the rear
to offer more headroom inside. An ADAC safety-award winner, made in Adria’s
unique Comprex body construction and now with a new rear wall design with
horizontal lights.

The Matrix set the new benchmark for crossover motorhomes, with optimised
space, contemporary interior designs and layouts. From the large lounge dinette,
to the V-shaped kitchen, spacious bathroom and comfortable bedrooms, the new
Matrix offer unparalleled versatility on the move.

New rear wall design with
horizontal lights.

Multi-media wall with
USB socket and touch
screen control panel.

The motorhomes
that do everything well

Light-frame electricallyoperated front pull-down
bed.

Panoramic and roof
windows.

Easy access and spacious
external garage storage.

Wider entrance door
for easier entry.
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Contemporary interior
design with choice of
furniture and textiles.

Double floor with heating
and storage solutions.

Large dinette with Isofix
and 5th homologated
seat (standard on Axess
and Plus models).

Automotive style
side skirts.
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CROSSOVER
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FOREST INTERIOR DESIGN

HORIZONT INTERIOR DESIGN

Contemporary interior design in Forest for a more traditional look.
Choice of textiles.

Contemporary interior design in Horizont, for a more contemporary look.
Choice of textiles.
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5 STEPS TO YOUR MATRIX

MATRIX
SUPREME

1 LAYOUTS

2

M 687 SBC

M 687 SL

5

4

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7818
2299

M 687 SLT

6

4

6

4

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7768
2299

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7702
2299

+1

KEY FEATURES

EQUIPMENT

TECHNICAL DATA

Number of Berths

• Adria Comprex body construction with aerodynamic profile.

LENGTH

7,702 - 7,818 MM

Kitchen

• Contemporary interior design with choice of textiles.

WIDTH

2,299 - 2,340 MM

Table

• Electrical lift-able front bed integrated into sleekly designed roof space.

HEIGHT

2,810 - 2,860 MM

Seating area

• Spacious L-dinette on double floor, with 5th homologated seat and Isofix.

WEIGHT

3,500 KG 4,300 KG

Wardrobe

• Fully integrated Alde heating system.

ENGINE

2,3 150-165HP 3800

Berths

• Comfortable rear bedroom, with adjustable beds and optimized storage.

Bathroom

• V shaped kitchen with grill and oven.

MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk

Floor

MATRIX
PLUS
M 590 SG*

M 670 SC

M 670 SL

4

4

5

5

5+1

5

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

5983
2340

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7480
2299

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7383
2299

• Adria Comprex body construction with new external profile and additional headroom.

LENGTH

7,383 - 7,480 MM

• New interior design with choice of textiles. L-dinette with special cushion sewing.

WIDTH

2,299 - 2,340 MM

• Electric pull-down bed integrated into roof space and panoramic window.

HEIGHT

2,810 - 2,860 MM

• V shaped kitchen with grill and oven.

WEIGHT

3,500 KG 4,300 KG

• Truma heating.

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 35L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk

MATRIX
AXESS

• Adria Comprex body construction with new external profile and additional headroom.

LENGTH

5,983 MM

• New interior design with choice of textiles.

WIDTH

2,299 - 2,340 MM

• Electric pull-down bed integrated into sleekly designed roof space.

HEIGHT

2,810 - 2,860 MM

• V shaped kitchen with grill and oven.

WEIGHT

3,500 KG 4,300 KG

• Truma heating.

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 35L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

• Plus individual options available.
* Only Matrix Axess
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http://qr.adria-mobil.com/123

MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk
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5 STEPS TO YOUR MATRIX

MATRIX
SUPREME

3 COLOURS

4 FURNISHING

5 TEXTILES

white QNE

grey aluminium
metalic KNH

MATRIX
PLUS
Forest

Horizont

White Santos (Forest)

Mint (Horizont)

Mint (Horizont)

Leather Fumo (option)

Leather Fumo (option)

249
white

MATRIX
AXESS

691
grey metallic

611
silver grey
metallic

Horizont
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LOW PROFILE

CORAL
RANGE

CORAL SUPREME
CORAL PLUS
CORAL AXESS

Iconic Low Profile
motorhome
CORAL SUPREME

The Coral range with its ‘slim-fit’ exterior and loft-style interior, built on the
acclaimed Fiat Ducato, are practical and stylish motorhomes and the latest
generation of the iconic Coral motorhome, which Adria has sold in tens of
thousands.

CORAL PLUS

CORAL AXESS
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LOW PROFILE

CORAL SUPREME
CORAL PLUS
CORAL AXESS

Adria Comprex body
construction.

Externally the Coral has a ‘Slim-fit’ profile, with a new rear wall design with
horizontal lights, a new wider entrance door and large external garage space for
storage.

‘Slim fit’ exterior profile.

The Coral sets the new benchmark for low profile motorhomes, with optimised
space, contemporary interior designs and layouts. From the large lounge dinette,
to the CleVer V-shaped kitchen, spacious bathroom and comfortable bedrooms,
the Coral offers loft-style living in a slim-fit exterior design.

Iconic motorhomes offer
loft-style apartment interior

New rear wall design with
horizontal lights.

Multi-media wall with
USB socket and touch
screen control panel.

Panoramic and roof
windows.

Contemporary interior
design with choice of
furniture and textiles.

Easy access and spacious
external garage storage.

Wider entrance door.
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Automotive style
side skirts.

Double floor to dinette
with heating and storage
solutions.

Large dinette with Isofix
and 5th homologated
seat (Plus & Supreme
models).
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LOW PROFILE
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FOREST INTERIOR DESIGN

HORIZONT INTERIOR DESIGN

Contemporary interior design in Forest for a more traditional look.
Choice of textiles.

Contemporary interior design in Horizont, for a more contemporary look.
Choice of textiles.
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5 STEPS TO YOUR CORAL

1 LAYOUTS

2

CORAL
SUPREME

KEY FEATURES

• Adria Comprex body construction with new rear wall and horizontal lights.
• Contemporary interior design with choice of textiles.
• Spacious dinette including 5th homologated seat and Isofix on double floor.
• Double floor dinette with storage and fully integrated Alde heating system.
• Comfortable rear bedroom, with adjustable beds and optimized storage.

EQUIPMENT

TECHNICAL DATA

LENGTH

7,383 MM

WIDTH

2320 MM

HEIGHT

2,730 - 2,750 MM

WEIGHT

3,500 - 4,300 KG

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 35L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

• V shaped kitchen with grill and oven.

MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk

CORAL
PLUS

S 670 SL

S 670 SLT

S 690 SC

Number of Berths

3

4

3

4

3

4

Kitchen

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7383
2320

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7383
2320

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7383
2320

Table

+1

Seating area
Wardrobe
Berths
Bathroom
Floor

• Adria Comprex body construction with new external profile and additional headroom.
• Panoramic window.
• Panoramic window with lining and integrated LED lights.
• Framed body windows.
• Contemporary interior design with choice of textiles.

7,383 MM

WIDTH

2320 MM

HEIGHT

2,730 - 2,750 MM

WEIGHT

3,500 - 4,300 KG

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 35L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

• Spacious dinette, on double floor including 5th homologated seat and optional Isofix.

MORE TECH INFO

• V shaped kitchen with grill and oven.

www.adria.co.uk

• Truma heating.

• Adria Comprex body construction with new external profile and additional headroom.

CORAL
AXESS

LENGTH

• Optional panoramic window.
• New interior design with choice of textiles.
• Spacious dinette on double floor.
• Optional Isofix.

LENGTH

7,383 MM

WIDTH

2320 MM

HEIGHT

2,730 - 2,750 MM

WEIGHT

3,500 - 4,300 KG

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 35L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

• V shaped kitchen with grill and oven.
• Truma heating.
http://qr.adria-mobil.com/124
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MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk

• Plus individual options available.
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5 STEPS TO YOUR CORAL

3 COLOURS

4 FURNISHING

5 TEXTILES

CORAL
SUPREME

Forest

CORAL
PLUS

White Santos

Leather Fumo (option)

White Santos (Forest)

Mint (Horizont)

Mint (Horizont)

Leather Fumo (option)

249
white

691
grey metallic

CORAL
AXESS

611
silver grey
metallic

Forest

Horizont
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Horizont

Leather Fumo (option)
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OVER CAB

CORAL XL
RANGE

CORAL XL PLUS

For extra-large
adventures
The new Coral XL range sets the new benchmark for stylish and practical over-cab
motorhomes. Built on the acclaimed Fiat Ducato, these new motorhomes offer a
new alternative to families and larger groups seeking extra-large adventures, offering more space, more accommodation and more practicality.

CORAL XL PLUS
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OVER CAB

CORAL XL PLUS

Adria Comprex body
construction.

The new Coral XL offers a unique new aerodynamic over-cab shape, with a leaner
profile but all the sleeping functionality and comfort inside. The new range brings
with it an all-new interior design, with more space and improved functionalities.

Lean profile over cab
exterior profile.

The new Coral XL sets the new benchmark for over-cab motorhomes, with
optimised space, contemporary interior designs and layouts perfect for families
and larger groups. From the large lounge dinette, to the new kitchen, spacious
bathroom and comfortable bedrooms. New Adria style and substance to those
seeking an over-cab motorhome.

New rear wall design with
horizontal lights.

Clever storage
solutions throughout.

Multi-media wall with
USB socket and touch
screen control panel.

Easy access and spacious
external garage storage.

Wider entrance door
and two side windows.
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Automotive style
side skirts.

New kitchen with large
slim tower fridge and
window with LED
lighting (Plus models).

Over cab motorhomes,
with style and substance

Light-frame front pulldown bed integrated
into roof space and
panoramic window.

New interior design.

Large dinette with new
heater location, up-to 7
seats and optional Isofix.
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OVER CAB

FOREST INTERIOR DESIGN
Contemporary interior design in Forest for a more traditional look.
Choice of textiles.
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5 STEPS TO YOUR CORAL XL

1 LAYOUTS

2

A 670 DK

KEY FEATURES

EQUIPMENT

TECHNICAL DATA

4 FURNISHING

3 COLOURS

5 TEXTILES

Number of Berths

7

5

Kitchen

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7234
2299

Table
Seating area
249
white

2x

Wardrobe
Berths
Bathroom

2x

Floor

CORAL XL
PLUS

• Adria Comprex body construction with new external lean profile.
• New rear wall with horizontal lights.
• New front bedroom compartment integrated with
panoramic window.

A 670 SP

6

5

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

7234
2299

• New interior design with choice of textiles.
• Spacious dinette including 5th homologated seat
and optional Isofix.
• Intelligently designed new kitchen with grill and
oven and LED lined windows.
• Truma heating.

LENGTH

7,234 MM

WIDTH

2,299 MM

HEIGHT

3,075 MM

WEIGHT

3,500 - 4,300KG

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 35L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

Leather Fumo

691
grey metallic

611
silver grey
metallic

Forest
White Santos

• Plus individual options available.

MORE TECH INFO
http://qr.adria-mobil.com/125
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www.adria.co.uk
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COMPACT

COMPACT
RANGE

COMPACT PLUS

Compact dimensions,
infinite possibilities
The new Compact sets the new benchmark for smaller motorhomes, with smart
exterior dimensions making them true “city motorhomes” yet more interior space,
enabling more possibilities when it comes to holiday adventures. Built on the acclaimed Fiat Ducato, these new motorhomes offer a genuine new alternative.

COMPACT PLUS
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COMPACT

COMPACT PLUS

Adria Comprex body
construction.

The new Compacts are agile and adaptable motorhomes, with new exterior styling, new interior design and excellent layout solutions with optimized space for
living and for storing your things. Now offering Adria’s acclaimed Smart kitchen,
Ergo bathroom and comfortable beds and with a dinette on a double floor and
Truma heating.

Large integrated panoramic
window

More space than ever, in a compact motorhome thanks to the intelligently
designed furniture and layouts. From the concave but deep overhead luggage
compartments, the sizeable dinette, new Smart kitchen and Ergo bathroom, every
centimetre is planned meticulously.

More space,
more possibilities

New rear wall design with
horizontal lights.

Clever storage
solutions throughout.
New Ergo bathroom
with fold-away sink.

Easy access and spacious
external garage storage.

New Smart kitchen with
LED lined window
(Plus models).

New interior design.
Dinette on double floor,
with Isofix option.
Slim-fit exterior styling,
with 2.12m width.
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Automotive style
side skirts.
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COMPACT

MALAGA INTERIOR DESIGN
Contemporary interior design in Malaga.
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5 STEPS TO YOUR COMPACT

1 LAYOUTS

2

SL

COMPACT
PLUS

SP

3

4

3

4

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

6608
2120

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

5999
2120

KEY FEATURES

EQUIPMENT

TECHNICAL DATA

Number of Berths

• Adria Comprex body construction.

LENGTH

5,999 - 6,608 MM

Kitchen

• New rear wall with horizontal lights.

WIDTH

2,120 MM

Table

• New comfortable bedroom to rear.

HEIGHT

2,710 - 2,780 MM

Seating area

• Large panoramic window.

WEIGHT

3,500 KG

Wardrobe

• Dinette on double floor with storage.

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 35L

Berths

• Isofix option.

Bathroom

• New Smart kitchen with LED lined windows.

Floor

• Truma heating.
• Plus individual options available.

MORE TECH INFO
http://qr.adria-mobil.com/126
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5 STEPS TO YOUR COMPACT

3 COLOURS

4 FURNISHING

5 TEXTILES

249
white

COMPACT
PLUS

Leather Fumo
691
grey metallic

611
silver grey
metallic

Malaga

Mexico
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VANS

TWIN
RANGE

TWIN 640
TWIN 600
TWIN 540
TWIN 500

Agile and
adaptable
TWIN 640

Adria's range of agile and adaptable van conversions, called Twins, offer superbly practical and comfortable campers for quick get-aways or longer holidays.
Choose from models from 5m to 6.4m in length, all with high specifications and
flexible interiors.

TWIN 600

TWIN 540

TWIN 500
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Living in
motion

NEW FEATURES
TWIN VANS NOW WITH ELECTRICAL-POWERED DOORS
New for the season 2016 Twin van range is the option of
an electrical-powered sliding door. Operated by a simple
press of a button, one press and the door silently does
its work. There’s an automatic safety-cut off so it doesn’t

close on anything it shouldn’t and a built-in integrated
mosquito net too. The new option is available as an option
on Twin 640 SLX, Twin 600, Twin 540 and Twin 500.

Adria ‘s designers know from experience how to
design the ultimate camper vans, with the style, practicality and comfort you expect and those touches of
inspiration too.
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VANS

Body construction and
insulation to Adria
Thermo-build standards

TWIN 640
TWIN 600
TWIN 540
TWIN 500
LED awning light

A choice of colours, complemented by tinted windows and useful features such as
the sliding door stopper and LED awning light make this an attractive and versatile
camper van.

Attractively designed camper vans perfectly integrated into the Fiat Ducato, with
a choice of exterior colours and a range of models available. All built to Adria
Thermo-build standards and packed with features.

Agile and adaptable

Truma
heating

Contemporary
interior designs

Dinettes with
upto 4 spaces

Range of flexible layouts

Ergo bathroom

Powerful and efficient
Fiat engines

Comfortable bedrooms
Sliding door stopper
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Practical kitchen

Fiat Ducato with automotive
style cabin and driver aids
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VANS
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FOREST INTERIOR DESIGN

TITAN INTERIOR DESIGN

Contemporary interior design in Forest for a more traditional look.

Contemporary interior design in Titan, for a more automotive look.
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5 STEPS TO YOUR VAN

1 LAYOUTS

2

TWIN 640
640 SLX / TITAN

600 SP / TITAN

KEY FEATURES

EQUIPMENT

TECHNICAL DATA

• Comfortable large rear bedroom with single or fixed bed with a foldaway bed.

LENGTH

6,363 MM

• Dinette on double floor, with optional Isofix and 4 seating places.

WIDTH

2,050 MM

• Practical central kitchen with fridge.

HEIGHT

2,580 - 2,630 MM

MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk

2+1+1

4

2+1

4

• Central extendable bathroom.

WEIGHT

3,300 - 4,300 KG

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

6363
2050

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

5998
2050

• Truma heating.

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 33L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

• Comfortable large rear bedroom with fixed bed or flexible garage space.

LENGTH

5,998 MM

• Dinette on double floor, with optional Isofix and up-to four seating places.

WIDTH

2,050 MM

• Practical kitchen with grill and oven.

HEIGHT

2,580 - 2,630 MM

• Practical bathroom, format dependent on layout.

WEIGHT

3,300 - 4,300 KG

• Truma heating.

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 33L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

TWIN 600

MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk

• Optional rear-view camera.

TWIN 540
540 SPT / TITAN

500 S

Number of Berths

• Comfortable large rear bedroom plus 2 beds from dinette seats.

LENGTH

5,413 MM

Kitchen

• Dinette on double floor, seats with optional Isofix.

WIDTH

2,050 MM

Table

• Practical central kitchen with fridge.

HEIGHT

2,580 - 2,630 MM

MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk

2

4

2

4

Seating area

• Central extendable bathroom.

WEIGHT

3,300 - 4,300 KG

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

5413
2050

Body length (mm)
Total width (mm)

4963
2050

Wardrobe

• Truma heating.

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 33L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

Berths

• Optional rear-view camera.

• Two long beds from dinette seats.

LENGTH

4,963 MM

• Dinette on double floor, seats with optional Isofix.

WIDTH

2,050 MM

• Practical rear located kitchen with 65l compressor fridge.

HEIGHT

2,580 - 2,630 MM

• Ergo bathroom.

WEIGHT

3,300 - 4,300 KG

• Truma heating.

ENGINE

2,3 130 HP 33L - 3,0 180 HP 43H

Bathroom

TWIN 500

Floor

http://qr.adria-mobil.com/127
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MORE TECH INFO
www.adria.co.uk

• Optional rear-view camera.
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5 STEPS TO YOUR VAN

3 COLOURS

4 FURNISHING

5 TEXTILES

TWIN 640
FOREST

TWIN 600

249
white

Forest
611
silver alluminium
metalic

TWIN 540

Icon

TITAN

691
grey metallic

Titan
632
black metalic

TWIN 500

Black Elegant

Titan
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